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Gentlepeople of the Colorado Dept. of State 

 

Please accept my attached briefing paper about IRV for the Secretary’s report to the House and Senate 

State Affairs Committees. 

There is much more to be said on this topic.  I would be more than glad to share further experience with 

you by other means. 

 

Harvie Branscomb 



Harvie Branscomb commentary on Rank Choice Voting experience in Colorado 
1/13/2010  
 
 
 
Executive  Summary 
 
Aspen’s May 5 election delivered much information about election quality not only for the “IRV” subset of 
the RCV (Rank Choice Voting) methods, it also taught us a lot about the minimal efficacy of citizen 
oversight in Colorado elections, and gave us indications about where we can make important 
improvements. The author has organized a web site containing some original texts and many links to 
existing stories about the Aspen IRV election and its aftermath: http://aspenelectionreview.blogspot.com. 
In particular there is this article that contains questions that were raised and not answered during the 
course of my research into the Aspen Election: 
http://aspenelectionreview.blogspot.com/2010/02/questions-mailed-to-aspen-special.html. Also for 
additional support about recommendations, please refer to Coloradans For Voting Integrity’s legislative 
briefing document that can be downloaded from here: http://cfvi.us . 
 
IRV is often promoted for its lower cost and its quicker result (than having a runoff).  These are not at all 
the reasons I would choose to implement an alternative voting method.  The best reasons are to obtain 
the benefit of additional information from the electorate, more freedom for voters to express themselves, 
and more chance for third parties or splinter factions within parties to gain traction. Both RCV and 
approval voting reduce the need for runoff elections to achieve a threshold percentage of ballots cast by 
allowing voting for more than one candidate, and voters are more fairly treated by allowing them to 
choose more than one when there is a large field of candidates.  In the case of approval voting, simplicity 
is increased by removing the rule that you may only vote for one.   
 
Recommendations: 

1) Continue to allow use of alternative voting methods under adequate oversight and better public 
understanding 

2) Establish CDOS purview over municipal and special district elections  
3) Require extra independent monitoring and reporting of processes used for early instances 
4) Strengthen the provisions for citizen oversight, provide for adequate administrative remedies such 

as review and action by SOS 
5) Promulgate rules for running an RCV election- ensure that “majority of votes cast” is well 

understood in relationship to “majority of ballots cast” - by everyone. Provide for accreditation or 
certification of equipment and contractors to be used in tabulating the election. 

6) Anticipate in statute the desire for a true threshold test to win among ballots cast (majority or 
other %)- below which a runoff would be held even when using RCV methods 

7) Include provisions for simpler forms such as approval voting where over voting and under voting 
errors are impossible 

8) Add individual ballot interpretations (cast vote records) to the repertoire of optional audit tools for 
all elections- not just RCV- and encourage adoption of this tool by vendors through enhanced 
certification rules 

9) Encourage and educate election officials on simpler ballot design methodology and means of 
interpreting and counting a RCV ballot- especially promoting hand interpretation and count. 

10) Ask vendors (through optional certification rules) to make systems that conveniently accept and 
interpret hand marked rankings or ballot marking devices that can print on a ballot the voter’s 
choice of candidate by rank in a reliable machine and human readable form. 

11) Encourage the use of multiple independent means of interpretation or tabulation- discrepancies 
that appear lead to better understanding and correction of inherent errors made by one of the 
voting systems. 

12) Recognize that improved transparency leads to additional reports of error. Meaningful 
accountability leads to correction of these errors for the future.  Our regulatory environment 
needs to be prepared to embrace the evidence of failure and respond with action on each of the 
instances. 

http://aspenelectionreview.blogspot.com/
http://aspenelectionreview.blogspot.com/2010/02/questions-mailed-to-aspen-special.html
http://cfvi.us/


13) Avoid the phrase “secret ballot” that doesn’t appear in Colorado’s constitution. Since 1946, 
Colorado ballots are anonymous and they are voted in secrecy.

1 
The Marks v. Koch case 

pursuing a records request for access to ballot images has not been fully adjudicated.   
 
Discussion 
 
Unfortunately most of the recently publicized coverage about Rank Choice Voting (RCV) has been 
dominated by either passionate like or dislike. Dispassionate reviews are few and far between. As an 
activist who sees both advantages and disadvantages inherent in RCV, I will attempt to produce a more 
even handed review here in this document. 
 
Much of the language that has been promoted in favor of using RCV has been produced by FairVote, an 
organization that seems unalterably devoted to furthering a particular flavor of RCV known as IRV - 
Instant Runoff Voting.  Much of the resistance to RCV appears as opposition to specific implementations 
of IRV as it has been employed in the relatively few public elections to have used it recently, of which only 
one has occurred in Colorado. 
 
Aspen CO, on May 5 2009 executed an election employing RCV for two contests (and one other ballot 
issue that did not require RCV).  Aspen had a committee largely made up of municipal or county 
employees or elected officials to design two different elections for two contests employing RCV. One was 
a mayoral election for which one winner was needed, and the other is a two-winner city council contest. 
 
Colorado's enabling law, HB08-1378 permits statutory municipal districts and special districts to conduct 
elections using some version of RCV.  It asks the CO Dept. of State to promulgate rules for this purpose. 
Unfortunately the CDOS has declined to produce rules for RCV or IRV, apparently understanding that the 
Dept. has no existing jurisdiction over Colorado municipalities.   
 
Aspen, as a home rule municipality, apparently has authority over the conduct of its election, and does 
not and did not require HB 08-1378 to perform its election. It decided by charter amendment in 2007 to 
conduct an "IRV" election without specifying the rules by which this election would be conducted. Some 
rules for performing the “IRV” election were promulgated by a local committee and adopted by ordinance 
prior to the election.  An Election Commission was appointed, at a time that was inconsistent with the 
existing charter, and well after the ordinances defining procedures for conducting the election were 
already passed. The Aspen Election Commission became a story unto itself- seemingly inextricably 
intertwined with the fact of an "IRV" election, yet it succeeded in proving that citizen oversight, even that 
provided for in city charter, was rendered ineffective by the decisions of city officials who benefited most 
from the election itself. 
 
On the November 2, 2010 ballot, Aspen voters decided by a substantial margin to re-amend their charter 
to return to a "threshold to avoid a runoff" type election.  The voters were given only one limited choice- 
between the status quo (i.e. something close to IRV) and an election style similar (with a different 
threshold) to what had already been experienced in recent elections. 
 
What was the status quo "IRV" election in Aspen and what does it teach us about the viability of and 
potential benefits of RCV or other alternative voting methods in Colorado?  What generalizations if any 
can be drawn from only a single election? 
 
1) Additional valuable information in the form of multiple ranked candidates becomes available to inform 
the electorate about itself - both a) because of the multiple rankings per voter that contain extra 
information about each voter's anonymous intent both individually and in aggregate, but also b) because 
of the important publication of the anonymous per-ballot record of ranks that can be analyzed to cross 
reference interest in one issue or candidate with one or more others.    
 
2) CRS 1-7-1003-(7)(a)(ii) requires that a "ballot image report" be issued. This is a key innovation in 
transparency of elections that has several beneficial side effects. This innovation should be accepted for 
its considerable value, and its use broadened to a wider variety of election methods. Certification rules 



should encourage the certification of equipment with this capability. 
 
3) The publication of detailed election records such as the "ballot image report" also allows better 
oversight and audit opportunities for the election, and these opportunities were exercised by several 
citizens in the aftermath of the unique election in Aspen.  Irregularities in the process can be discovered 
by examining these "ballot images" (not photographic scans, but digital records of vote choices).   
 
4) Rules must be promulgated to ensure anonymity by shuffling the ballots before they are given any 
sequential order in the processing.  This rule ought to be made clear for all election methods. 
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5) Under appropriate rules, in conjunction with the publication of ballot scan images themselves, a very 
efficient and credible audit could be performed.  
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6) We learn from Aspen that both home rule and statutory municipalities can suffer from a problem of lack 
of sufficient independent oversight- regardless of election method.  The CDOS has refused to accept 
responsibility for oversight related to Title 31, and is unlikely to be seen as responsible in any way for a 
home rule election, unless the municipality also incorporates Title 1 in their law in some manner (as 
Aspen reportedly also did). Local officials perhaps including district attorneys may not have adequate 
independence to act upon necessary remedies for problematic municipal elections even when 
encouraged to do so.  Efforts of citizens to effect remedies over flawed election process may often be 
met with derision, criticism and even demonization. Aspen demonstrates these failures. 
 
7) We learn that in some instances of outcome of an IRV election (either the one winner or the two winner 
variant designed for Aspen) the runoff is eliminated and a winner is elected without a true majority of 
ballots cast. The language put into Aspen’s rule talked cryptically if not misleadingly about “majority of 
votes cast” rather than “ballots cast”.  The RCV election importantly tends to increase the number of 
votes any specific candidate will achieve, as it no longer requires that each voter to vote for only one, and 
in fact every voter is capable of voting for any candidate, regardless of whether they vote for any others or 
not.  
 
While it is very possible for more than one candidate to achieve a true majority of the votes (meaning 
votes on all ballots cast in the contest), the converse is also possible: none of the candidates may 
achieve a true majority of votes.  But this failure also has an easy remedy.  If Colorado law allows for 
runoff elections to be performed in the limited cases where RCV or IRV or approval elections fail to 
produce a real majority (or other locally decided threshold) of the number of cast ballots (not just 
remaining unexhausted votes), then the electorate is well served, as is the goal of an efficient election.  
Eliminating the runoff is not much better than substantially limiting its occurrence, where justified by the 
victory margins. 
 
8) We realize that RCV is very helpful in cases of many candidates running in a primary election. It also 
has a purpose to perform in a general election, even if there is a predominance of support for only two 
candidates.  IRV allows for an expression of interest for candidates that would otherwise be overlooked 
when voters look to make their vote count. 
 
9) Aspen's particular experience with ballot design is not one that leads us to be extra comfortable 
adopting RCV.  The Aspen ballot was designed with what was originally Diebold ballot design software 
and it was made to be compatible with the Accuvote 1.94W precinct optical scanner.  This scanner does 
not produce the per ballot records that are needed to tabulate a RCV election. Therefore, having decided 
to avoid a simple hand count, a second scan was required.  In Aspen the Accuvote system provided a 
limited service of capturing the ballot as it was cast into a ballot box, as well as checking for over votes 
between the rank one and rank two candidates.  It was unable to reject ballots with the hundreds of other 
errors that are made possible when confronting the voter with a matrix of 99 targets (for the city council 
contest) of which a maximum of 9 could legally be filled in.  The targets in the Aspen ballot are 
dangerously close to each other, and the benefit gained by using the Accuvote 1.94W was most likely 
outweighed by the difficulty of recognizing which targets are the correct for a given voter's intent.  
 



10) Aspen used two voting systems to interpret and tabulate marks on paper ballots. One was the 
Accuvote 1.94W system that was employed at the polling places to accept ballots and to check for over 
votes among the first two ranks (only).  This system tabulated a total of the votes for each candidate in 
the first rank and of course counted the number of ballots.  The second system was a proprietary service 
by TrueBallot Inc that employed two scanners and three laptops containing a variety of software 
dedicated to processing the scanned images and producing a “string” for each ballot as well as other 
data.  The two systems resulted in contradictory evidence. These discrepancies provided motivation to 
attempt to reconcile the differing figures.   
 
11) With a small electorate, hand counting is the most accurate and rational way to interpret voter intent 
and to tabulate a RCV election.  It removes the necessity of using the machine mark sense methodology 
and would allow the instructions to the voter to be simplified: “rank the candidates by writing a number 
from 1` to X where 1 is your top choice; any candidate you rank except one ranked in last place will 
benefit from your vote; do not give the same rank to two or more candidates or these candidates will not 
receive your vote; do not skip ranks; always start with rank #1.” 
 
12) Since Aspen conducted only a single election with IRV or IRV-like rules it has generated a very 
specific and idiosyncratic instance of outcomes and circumstances that were particularly easy to criticize 
because of the closeness of the contests.  This instance isn’t typical or representative of any other IRV 
election.  While non-monotonicities might have changed Aspen’s outcome dramatically, these would 
have been much less likely in a contest not quite as competitive as Aspen experienced.  Within IRV it is 
quite likely to achieve a majority on the first round (a majority that is likely to be a true majority of ballots 
cast) and this result would be, obviously, much less controversial.  It is difficult to generalize about 
average IRV outcomes from this single instance. More instances and more experience is needed before 
thinking about abandoning the evaluation of alternative voting systems. 
 
 
Addendum and Footnotes 
 

Additional Concerns 
 

1) IRV elections result in a mind boggling ballot layout when mark sense is used to detect voter 
intent for multiple ranks of multiple candidates.  Aspen’s mark sense voting system (Accuvote 
1.94W) was unable to produce individual ballot cast vote records, and hence was used only for 
detection and rejection of some limited cases of over vote at precinct polling places.  Aspen 
experienced a high rate of ballot rejection at the polls- but even so, over and under voting of lower 
ranks was also common and not detected or corrected at the polls and led to failures to properly 
interpret voter intent. It is hard to justify using a matrix of mark sense targets to obtain the voter 
intent in an election with few enough ballots and few enough contests that hand counting could 
easily be performed. Note that approval voting does not encounter this problem as a simple set of 
mark sense targets, one for each candidate are all that are necessary, and a voter need not be 
concerned about how many targets are marked. Rank choice voting begs to allow the voter to 
express themselves in terms of a rank number written onto the ballot for each candidate. 
 

2) Some vendors’ equipment does provide cast vote records for each processed ballot. These can 
be used to create the “ballot image report” required to tabulate a RCV election. In particular, the 
Hart eSlate does produce these records. It is likely that the Hart Ballot Now systems are also 
capable of producing these same records with the use of an appropriate security credential and 
SQL query.  The creation of a report of cast vote records is the solution to the interpretation 
portion of RCV counting. The handling of the accumulation of vote counts, the second phase, that 
is concerned with which ranking is counted in which round, is a process not performed by any 
major manufacturer with which I have experience but it can be done with a spreadsheet.  
TrueBallot Inc. uses a readily available open source module to tabulate from its “strings” but 
additional proprietary intermediate software is used to prepare the cast vote records for 
tabulation- this software has to implement the “rules’ for handling missed ranks, duplicate ranks, 
etc.  All of these cases must be anticipated and handled in a way that best respects the original 



voter intent. Again, approval voting makes the process much easier and completely compatible 
with existing equipment. 
 

3) When all voters bullet vote on IRV- the result is a pure plurality election (in the case of vanilla 
IRV- without any majority threshold)- the candidate with the most votes wins in the first round 
regardless of how many votes are obtained.  Voters who vote for all ranks or all except the final 
rank, are expressing their intention to promote all but the last ranked candidate to office. The only 
way to be sure to be in the runoff election is to vote for all but one of the candidates. Unlike with 
approval voting, it isn’t possible to “vote against” two candidates within IRV.  Instead of 
appearing in a real runoff to oppose a candidate, the voter’s only choice within IRV is only to fail 
to be involved in the runoff- neither in the majority or the minority. Only when a true “majority of 
ballots cast” threshold is used, will a failure to vote for a candidate represent a “vote against”.  
This is a special feature of IRV that appears as a defect, but permits the “guarantee” of no runoff 
election.  Limiting the number of candidates the voter may vote for aggravates the problem of the 
“majority threshold” in IRV by making it impossible for a voter to guarantee they will be in the last 
round, and thus have a position in either the majority or the minority.  RCV conducted with less 
ranks than candidates has even more reason to employ a true majority threshold of ballots cast. 
 

4) The mathematics for determining the most efficient sample for successfully auditing an RCV or 
IRV election are a bit more difficult, since there are several victory margins, and these victory 
margins will depend on the outcome of previous rounds.  It is difficult to establish what is the 
correct minimum number of ballots that ought to be audited in order for the audit to be equally 
effective as for a simpler election tabulation method such as plurality or approval. This does not 
mean that the IRV election cannot be audited, but it is more difficult. 

 
1 Secret ballot implies that there is dangerous information on the ballot that must be protected. The identity of the voter was on the 
ballot prior to 1946.  Now the constitution requires an anonymous ballot and “secrecy in voting” meaning privacy. One of the biggest 
take-aways from the Aspen election is that Colorado ballots must not remain “secret”.  Transparency, verifiability and accountability 
demand that citizens have the ability to access their ballots, and provisions must be made to ensure that each ballot is in fact 
rendered anonymous at the time it is cast. New technology such as that used by TrueBallot Inc. makes verifiability possible. Aspen 
has a collection of ballot scans locked away that could be available to the public at no additional cost. Steps can and should be 
taken to ensure that any ballots made public are in fact for practical purposes anonymous.  There is CORA related litigation 
underway to achieve this level of transparency over the Aspen election (Marks v. Koch). 

 
2 For example, it was noticed that some adjacent ballot "images" in sequence contained identical vote patterns.  This revealed that 
the ballots not only had not been shuffled but in some cases mail ballots had been actually sorted.  This failure to shuffle also led to 
an attempt by some activists to attach the identity of some voters to some of the respective anonymous "ballot images" only 
because the order of the images could perhaps in some instances be related to the published order of voters appearing at the polls. 
 
3 It is important to note that if the RCV choices appear on one attached page, they do produce a large range of possible voting 
patterns, and this does make it more likely to recognize a given pattern were one to know what to look for and then to look for it.  
Some say this engages opportunities for vote buying and selling.  I think this supposed opportunity to identify the ballot through a 
"vote pattern" isn't sufficiently salient or dangerous to merit further concern.  Clearly there are better, easier ways to buy and sell 
votes than through use of cryptic patterns of RCV votes. 
 
 
Harvie Branscomb 
970-9631369 
aspenelectionreview [at] zgsw [dot] com 
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